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Abstract: For quadratic and related exponential splines necessary and sufficient conditions are given under which the
properties of convexity or monotonicity carry over from the data set to the interpolants. It turns out that for quadratic
splines the problems of convex or monotone interpolation may be not solvable. However, when using the more general
exponential splines, the shape is preserved if the parameters occuring now are chosen appropriately. Furthermore,
since convex or monotone spline interpolants are in general not uniquely determined, a strategy for selecting one of
them is proposed.
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1. Introduction and preliminary results
Let A denote a grid on the interval [a, b], i.e.
A :  a=x,<x,< a-’ <x,=6, n>l. (1.1)
Further let parameters X, > 0, X, > 0,. . . ,X, > 0 be given. The space CSp( k, X) of exponential-
type splines s determined by A and h = (Xi,. . . , A,) is now introduced as follows:
( i)  sEspan(1, x,coshh,x} forx,_l,<x<xj (i=l,...,n),and
(ii) s E Ck[a, b].
In order to describe a splines E CSp(1, h) which interpolates g iven points
(x0, ~4, (xi, .&4x,, Y,) set
S ( X )  =y,_,  + him,_,t + hip,(COSh hit- l), 0 ~ t ~ 1, (1.2)
with x = xi-i + hit, hi = x, - x,_~ and pi = hihi. Then one gets s(xi_i + 0) =yi_i, s’(x,_, + 0)
= m,-1,and s( x, - 0) = yi implies
pi = (Ti - mi_l)/(COSh pL, - l), (1.3)
while s’(x; - 0) = m, leads to
aimi-l+&ni=7,, ,...,ni=l 0 4
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with the slopes
‘i = (Yi -Yi-l)/hi (1.5)
and the numbers
ai = 1 - Ltanhipi > 0,
P i
pi = k tanh:pi > 0, CX, + p, = 1.
I
0.6)
Thus, condition (1.1) concerning the first derivatives m,, m7, . . . , m, of s in the nodes, assures
s E C’[a, b]. Of course, if e.g. m, is known the spline s can be computed successively on the
subintervals [x0, xi], [xi, x2], . . . , [x,_~, xn].
Obviously, for Xi-+0 (i= l,...,n) the function s reduces to the quadratic C’-spline
S ( X )  =yi_l + h,mi_lt  + hi(7i - mi_l)t2,
and because of cyi + $, & + : condition (1.4) reads now
+mi_i+:mi=r, i=l,..., n .
On the other hand, for Xi + + cc (i = 1,. . . , n), since (Y~ + 1, p, + 0, the linear spline
s(X) = (1 - t)ui-l + tyi
arises, being only from C”[a, b]. This implies that too large parameters A,, . . . , A, lead to a loss
of smoothness. Therefore such parameters should be avoided.
The points (.x0, yo), (xi, A), . . . ,k, y,J are said to be in convex position if
7i<T2< *a. 67,. (1.7)
They are in monotone increasing position if
71 >o, T2>0 . ..) 7, 2 0. (1.8)
Now, in this note necessary and sufficient conditions will be derived assuring the convexity or
monotonicity of a spline interpolant s E CSp(1, A). This is easily done, mainly since equality
(1.4) is valid. For cubic and other splines these interpolation problems are more difficult to
handle, compare e.g. [2,15,13,14,7,18]. For results in the related convex or monotone approxima-
tion it is referred to [4,1,6]. The smoothing behaviour of exponential splines, in this paper also
taken into account, has been pointed out by several authors, see e.g. [19,20,16,8]
The spline problems under consideration are in general not uniquely solvable. Here it is
proposed to select those convex or monotone spline interpolants s E CS (1, A) which minimize
Z(s) = /“(s”(x)’ + Ain’t) dx
a
(l-9)
where A(x) = hi for xi-i G x G xi (i = 1,. _. , n). In spite of the fact that s E CSp(1, A) tends to
a linear spline for A,-+ tee (i=l,...,n) the usual mean curvature ((1.9) with A(x) = 0 for
a < x < b) seems not to be a suitable objective function. Unfortunately, a satisfactory choice not
depending on A,, . . . , A, cannot be offered.
In the case of quadratic and related exponential splines optimization, problem (1.9) can be
solved easily. For cubic splines, e.g., problem (1.9) is more complex, see [3,5,8].
Finally it is mentioned that in Maess [lo] the mean curvature is minimized for quadratic
splines, but without any constraints.
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2. Convexity preserving conditions
Assume that the slopes ri, r2,. . . , T,, satisfy (1.7), and let the spline s E CSp(1, h) be inter-
polating,
s(xJ =y,, i=o )...) n. (2.1)
Then, because of (1.3) and s”(x) =pihipi cash pLit (0 < t 6 l), the convexity of s depends only
on the first derivatives ma, ml,. . . , m, of s in the nodes.
Proposition 1. An interpolating spline s E CSp(1, h) with X >, 0 is conuex on [a, b] if and on& if
miPl 6 7,, i=l,...,n. (2.2)
Thus, with regard to (1.4), the following problem arises: Are there numbers mO, m,, . . . , m, such
that
aimi_l + &mi = 7,, m,_l G 7; i=l>***>n? (2.3)
For solving problem (2.3) set ui = rj - m,_l. Then,
Ur+1=7,+1 -  Ti  -  qq/&,
and with y0 = 1, 8, = ri
Yt=PjY;-l/a,, S,+l=Sj+(-l)'Y;(7;+l-7,), i>l,
it follows immediately by induction that
u, = 7i - m,_, = ( -l)‘(mO - 6,)/yj_l, ial
holds. Therefore, since yi > 0, the requirement u, z 0 (i = 1,. . . , n) is equivalent to
m, > Sj, i even, m, 6 6i, i odd
or, with
6, = max{ 6;: i even}, 6*=r1Gn{6~: iodd},
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
to 6, G 6 *. Summarizing this, the following theorem results.
Theorem 2. Under the assumption (1.7), convex interpolating splines s E CSp(1, A) exist if and or+
if
a*<a*, (2.7)
where the numbers a,, 6* are defined by (2.4) and (2.6).
If (2.7) is satisfied, there belongs a convex spline interpolant to every m, E [6 *, 8 *], which is
computed via (1.4) and (1.2), (1.3).
Proposition 3. Let (1.7) be sharpened to
7,Crz-C ---  -C?j.
Then there are parameters h, > 0, X, >, 0,. . . , h, >, 0 such that
6*<6”
is valid.
(2.8)
(2.9)
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Indeed, if e.g. for even i the parameters A,, . . . X i_l are chosen in such a manner that
s,<s,< .*. <S$S,_i< *** <6,<6,
already holds, then, in view of (2.4) and of i + 1, ,8, + 0 for Xi + + 00, the desired inequality
8, < 6;+i < 6,-i
is met for sufficiently large Xi.
Proposition 4. Let X, >, 0, X, >, 0,. . . ,X, 2 0 be fixed, and assume (1.7). Then one always gets
S,<6* forn<3, (2.10)
and in at least one case
6*>6” for n > 4. (2.11)
Indeed, because of (2.4) it follows that 6, G a,, 6, G 8,. This implies (2.10). Further 8, < 8, is
valid, but there are slopes ri, r2, r3, r4 such that 8,G 6, < 6, < 6,. In these cases inequality (2.11)
is obtained for all n > 4.
3. Monotonicity preserving conditions
Now let the given slopes i, r2,. . . , r,, satisfy (1.8). A first result concerning the monotone
interpolation is the following criterion.
Proposition 5. An interpolating spline s E CSp(1, h) with X > 0 is monotone increasing on [a, b] if
and only if
m,>O, i=O,...,n. (3.1)
For a proof it suffices to verify that
s’(x) = mi_l + ~~s~P\Pi~(~i-m~_I)>O forOGt<l
I
holds if s’(xi_i) = m,_l 3 0, s’(xi) = mi > 0. Indeed, m, >, 0 implies
pi(rl - m,_,)/(cosh pi - 1) >, -m,_,/sinh pi,
and thus, for 0 < t d 1,
s’(x) > m,_l - m,_, sinh p;t/sinh p, > 0.
In view of this proposition and condition (1.4) one is now led to the following problem: Are
there numbers mO,m,,...,m, such that
a,m,-1+ &mi = Ti, m,_l 2 0, m, > 0, i=l,...,n? (3.2)
For treating (3.2) define c,, = 0, y,, = 1,
Ei=~i-l+ (-l)i-*yl-irj/Ly,, yI=p~Y~-i/cui, i> 1. (3.3)
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Now, the relation
(3.4)m;=(-l)'(m,-~*)/yi,  iB0
is easily proven by induction. Thus mi > 0 (i = 0,. . . , n) is equivalent to
m. 2 6,) i even, m. < cr, i odd,
and with the abbreviations
E * =max{ ei: i even}, ~*=min{~,: iodd}
the following existence theorem results.
(3.5)
Theorem 6. Under the assumption (1.8) there exist monotone increasing interpolating splines
s E CSp(1, h) if and onZy if
c* <e*, (3-b)
with c.+_ E* given by (3.3) and (3.5).
In addition, also Propositions 3 and 4 carry over.
Proposition 7. In the case
71 >O, 72>0, . ..) ,rn > 0
there are parameters A, > 0, X2 2 0, . . . , A, >, 0 such that
C* <e*
holds.
(3.7)
(3.8)
Proposition 8. Let A, z 0, A, >, 0,. . . , A, > 0 be fixed,and suppose (1.8). Then one has always
c* < t * fornG3 (3.9)
and in at least one case
E* BE* for n 2 4. (3.10)
Of course, if the data set is increasing and convex, i.e.
o<rl<r*< *** <7,, (3.11)
then there exist spline interpolants s E CSp(1, h) which are also increasing and convex, if and
only if
max{ a,,c*} <min{S*, E*}. (3.12)
Moreover, condition (3.12) can be satisfied with sufficiently large parameters hi, h,, . . . , A, if in
(3.11) strong inequalities hold. This as well as the analogous sharpenings of Propositions 3 and 7
can be easily verified by applying the geometrical concept developed in [18].
4. Minimal convex and monotone splines
As already shown the above problems of convex or monotone interpolation are uniquely
solvable only for 8, = 6 * or E* = c *, respectively. For 6,~ 6 * or c* < 6 * there exists an infinite
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number of shape preserving spline interpolants s E CSp(1,A). For selecting one of them now the
objective function (1.9) is recommended.
In view of (1.2), (1.3), after adding positive weights wit.. . , wn,
with
Ai = p; sinh pi cash p/(cosh pi - 1)2 (4.2)
is confirmed. Thus, the quadratic programs
I(S) = min! subject to (2.3) (4.3)
belonging to the convex case, and
I(S) = min! subject to (3.2) (4.4)
belonging to the monotone case have to be solved. This is easily done since, with regard to (1.4),
the objective function and the constraints are actually functions of m, only. T  be more concrete
the relations (2.5) and (3.4) are used. Then (4.3) reduces to
f$(mo-8i)2+~Fp:) =min! subject to 8, < m, d S *,
I1
(4.5)
and (4.4) to
subject to e* < m, < E *. (4.6)
Let the unconstrained minimizers of (4.5) and (4.6) be denoted by m,* and m,* *, respectively,
i.e.,
** =
m0 iilhy:w. (Cl + w’+‘Yi-17)2111 / igl h.y: w, *111 I
(4.7)
(4.8)
Summarizing this, the following facts are obtained.
Proposition 9. The minimizers rni and rnr of the programs (4.5) and (4.6), respectively, are given
by
m,* for&Gmo*<6*, forc,<mo**<c*,
form,*>6*, f arm,**  2-e*, (4.9)
for mo* < fS,, f arm,**  CC*,
where m,*, m,* * are defined according to (4.7), (4.8).
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5. Some test results
The set of data points
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
xi -7 -6 -5 0 5 6 7
y, M 1 OeOlM
is chosen in order to demonstrate the convex interpolation both in the sets CSp(1, ) and
ESp(l,h). Here ESp(1, X) denotes the set of all Cl-splines  on the grid A with
s E span(1, x, exp(X,x),exp( --X,x)}, x,-r <x <xi.
This implies ESp(1, 0) to be the set of cubic Cl-splines.
The points are in convex position if M > 2 holds. Now, for e = 0, it can be shown that there
are convex spline interpolants from ESp(1, 0) for M 2 2.5 but from CSp(1, 0) only for M 2 3.
This corresponds with CSp(1, h) c ESp(1, X). Further, for E = 0, on some places of condition
(2.8) equality occurs. Notice that in such cases, in general, there do not exist convex spline
interpolants  E CSp(1, h) for any X.
Fig. 1.
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Next, for f = -0.1 and some M the smallest integer A* is determined such that there exist
convex spline interpolants from CSp(1, A) with components A, = . . . = A, = A* of the vector A.
For the results see the table below:
M 5 3 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.05
A* 0 0 4 5 5 6 11 21
Finally, an example is given to point out the significance of the weight wi,. . . , w, in the
objective function (4.1). In view of Holladay’s theorem, usually the weights wi = . . . = w, = 1
are taken. However, for A = 0, it seems to be more appropriate to use the geometric curvature
J
b s”(x)’ dx
a (1 +s+)‘)’
as objective function. Thus, because of
s’(x) = Ti for xi-i G x G xi,
the weights
W,=(1+ri2)3, i=l,..., n
are suggested; see also [lo].
In Fig. 1 the given points are marked by circles. Now the set of monotone quadratic spline
interpolants is infinite since e.+ =3.0 < E * = 3.2. The optimal spline belonging to the weights
Wi = 1 (i = 1,.  . ,6) is represented by the broken line, while the solid line gives the optimal spline
with respect to the weights wi = (1 + 7i2)3 (i = 1 , . . . ,6). It is obvious that the latter choice should
be preferred. The same situation was observed in all other tested examples.
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